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About This Content

The Shadow Warrior 2: Bounty Hunt Part 2 DLC delivers thirteen thrilling new missions, two spectacular new weapons, and
three powerful new perks for Lo Wang and the gang. Strap on your katana and go for one last ride alone or in co-op through

missions like Lost Girls, Missing Yakuza, and Danger Zone with new weapons like the Tactical Bullet Spewing Machine
(TBSM).
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WOW ! That was painful... Bad controls, bad everything... Take a Computer Programer, A grahpics modeling team, and
everyone else need to develop a small game. Spike there morning coffee with LCD and you get this game 8 hours later,

* warning this game may cause sizures if you are affected by flashing bright lights for a long period of time.
. I genuinely feel bad that I got this at 70% off. It feels criminal to pay only $3 for such a subtantial, polished RPG. I didn't
expect to play more than a couple hours of this when I bought it, but the nuanced battle mechanics, unique stat progression
system, and likeable chararcters kept me hooked throughout my ~18-hour playthrough.

All the more impressive is that it comes from a solo dev, and I'll be eagerly awaiting his next release.
I'll be sure to pay full price for that one :D. Basically it's like Tribes but with motion controls. If you like Tribes 2 or
Tribes:Ascend, download this.
To everyone else: there is no gameplay yet. Right now you just fly on terrain.. I have not put a lot of time into Polynomial 2, and
honestly I do not know how much more I am willing to commit. The game is pretty, there is no doubt about that, and being able
to include your own music is nice but the space shooter aspect has really started to turn me off. I have several problems with
it....first while you can go up and down and roll (no idea why you need to do that in this title) I find it very difficult to tell if I am
flying up into a steam of fire, flying above the incoming fire, traveling below it, or am moving down into it. There are built in
indicators for the enemy ships to help with spatial awareness but not so with the stationary enemies. The next problem I have is
enemy range. Some of the enemies; the fixed 'emplacements', have an insane range and are able to hit you when you cannot
even see them. They just toss fire out into the void like a fish spawning and it seems to go on forever. Then there is a problem
with balance, at least as far as I am concerned. Get close to the teleporter and there is a generous supply of enemies but when a
healing/speed boost flower would be very useful there are none to be found. It doesn't seem to be possible to go on an attack
run, fly back out, and find a place to heal then do it all over again to try and clear out some of the opposing forces. I am not
saying this is a bad game. I am trying to play this with the mouse and keyboard, find it aggravating, and liked the first version
much more. Your mileage may vary but this is one title I am not going to keep going back to and for me this is not a title I
recommend.. Very enjoyable twist on a puzzle platformer.
Whimsical comics with gorey-kills and doesn't hold back.
Manifest items and changes in the world through activating words that no only help you, but tell you the story as you go along. I
beat the game, and found it to be a very enjoyable experience (I bought during a sale).
I'm not a person who likes puzzles, finding myself getting frustrated and giving up prematurely.
This one while I did put the game down when I felt I couldn't get through a puzzle, opening it up with a fresh mind to try again
always led to success - and it appears from the achievements there are multiple ways to solve some of the puzzles.
I found the story to be gripping, with sufficient twists that was unforseen.
 while it would have been nice to see him become king, or to see the other guy who helped you become king, at the end, since
you grab the crown, that would've been nice
Great play, worth your time.. I LOVE HOW THE GAMEPLAY LOOKS EVERYTHING THING IS GREAT! BUT THE
GAME KEEPS CRASHING EVERYTIME I START IT ): I REALLY WANT TO PLAY THIS FOR MY CHANNEL
I'M RUNNING WINDOWS 7 BY THE WAY). Just some random sudokus where numbers are replaced with fruit and it's really
annoying having to memorize all the fruit numbers.
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Frogwares do it again and release a completely amatuer and broken piece of software that does nothing to capture the spirit of
Sherlock Holmes. The doftware requires you to install a separate package from Nvidia (PHYSx) before you can even load the
game, and then the UI of the game is cumbersome and awkward. supporting characters will stand in your way in doorways and
the generally be unhelpful. Gameplay is basically walk around a bit, click on stuff, make deductions based on nonsescical clues
and then repeat. the 3D doesnt work very well at all and is basically amatuer level 3d engine programming. While some attempt
has been made to makle it feel like 18th century England, it doesnt. it feels more like someone made this in their bedroom,
didnt play test it and released it while it was broken because if EA can do it, it musy be fine, right?

Avoid Frogwares games. None of them deliver on the promise they make. a poor game that looks and feels as poor as it plays..
you can upgrade your ship from parts from enemies.
there are mission in random generated maps.
there is a tech tree and arena testing zone.

i realy like this game will play more of it
(first revieuw). As a hardcore yuri fan it was pretty much a given I'd like this and I do!

Pros

-Cute characters
-Its funny (forest of perverts XD)
-Uncensored yuri lewdness ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
-Nice art
-Choices matter
-Multiple endings

Cons

-Its short, but for the price that's not a big deal
-English translation is a bit off, but no cripplingly so

All in all a short cute fantasy ero yuri VN that I think is worth it for all fellow yuri fans (and pervs) alike.. This game is really
fun! except there is one problem, there is not that much people who play this game ever, and ive never played with an actual
human before, so i beg you devs, will you add bots to the game? i really want to play with computers so i can play this game at
anytime, instead of in the time everyone is on, i know this is in really early developement, but i just wanted to ask, thank you!
:D. This game gave me motion sickness!. Tower defense game where you can spend points to change the position of your units
and provide healing in addition to the normal upgrades. Some units are cheaper to revive than heal if you sank enough gold into
them. Not worth the cost on its own, but it's part of the two worlds bundle. Quite possibly not even worth it then due to the
hundreds of tower defense games online.. i really wish i wasnt stupid and wasted $10 on this 3 years ago. oh well.... This game
was a big surprise for me, I didn't expect it to be so good. Gameplay is really nice, story is funny and nice, graphics are good and
in general the game is very entertaining, Recommended!. Definitely one of the best rhythm games you can find on Steam,
fun/challenging maps that are well mapped with a good variety in genre and nice visuals. A pretty large song selection for how
cheap the game is and the dlc adds a lot more! Recommend to anyone who enjoys or even wants to get into a rhythm game!.
Became like MM if you ask me... You got your toxic players, you got your cheaters, and you got your admins that don't know
what to do with toxic people! It was fun a year ago, but now, its not even worth trying! Sure you have 128 tick servers, but thats
not worth 8 euros you have to pay for it every month! Better to play MM than to spend your money on this! Or better yet, play
FACEIT for free! In all, don't spend your money on a system that is in decline! Spend your money on a game that has some
good anti cheat systems !!!
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